Celtic Knot Christmas Ball

Easy Celtic Knot inside a circle.
Wind center color thread onto a shuttle CTM with ball.
This sample is size 10 thread and it is about 2” across.

Begin a chain with a picot by tying a knot between the ball and shuttle, and then tat the first DS a picot’s space from the knot.

Chain – 18 – 18 – 18

Weave the knot.
Be sure the tatting lies flat.
Join to the beginning picot.

Split Ring ( 2 – 2 / 2 – 2 ) turn
Second color thread is added for the new ball thread. Leave tails long enough to make twisted cord for a bookmark or desired length.

Chain 2 – 2 – 2 – 2 turn
Ring ( 2 + 4 – 2 ) turn

Repeat rings and chains around with rings that join to the picots of the Celtic Knot
Ring ( 2 + 2 + 2 – 2 ) and the final ring ( 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 )

Tie the shuttle thread ends together. Finish as desired.

Enjoy